CASE STUDY

Peel Ports Group
• Peel Ports is one of the UK’s largest port groups
with a network linking the UK and Ireland to
Europe and the rest of the world.

Great Yarmouth
Port Powering
the Winds of
Change
Great Yarmouth Port plays a key role for the
offshore energy sector offering a prime location
on Norfolk’s east coast, with a deep-water
harbour and established river port.
Peel Ports Great Yarmouth has made a £12 million
investment into the outer harbour and a new
mobile harbour crane, which means that the port
is well equipped to offer a one-stop-customersolution.

• It acquired Great Yarmouth Port in 2015 and
has invested millions of pounds to develop it
for offshore energy construction, assembly and
decommissioning.
The company also has plans to further develop
the port with a new terminal in the Outer Harbour,
consisting of a RoRo ramp, heavy lift pad, 350m of
extra quay space and an additional 10 hectares of
outdoor storage.
Peel Ports have been working closely with East
of England Energy Zone (EEEZ) and its partners
to showcase the capabilities and strength of the
regional offer to the Energy Sector.
Its strategically-located
ports and terminals in
England, Scotland and
Ireland offer a unique sea
freight service connected
by the company’s shipping
lines BG Freight Line and
Coastal Container Line.
This offers a one stop
solution for container and
unitised customers and
links seamlessly with the
company’s RoRo and Lift-on
Lift-off LoLo connections.

“Norfolk and
Suffolk ideally
positioned for
the Offshore
Wind Sector …
the industry
will be around
for future
generations.”

The EEEZ has supported the port through tours to
highlight the infrastructure and potential available
to interested parties.
The number of developments off the East Coast
has increased dramatically, helped by government
backing of green offshore energy, and Great
Yarmouth has a major role to play in building and
maintaining wind farms which will be a vital part
of the power supply industry for decades to come.

Why invest in the East of England Energy Zone?

The port is hugely experienced in handling
supplies for the offshore, renewable,
decommissioning, agri-bulk and aggregates
markets. And it can grow, with access to around
40 acres of land available suitable for potential
offshore wind component manufacturers.

“With more Contracts for Difference rounds and
seabed auctions in the pipeline off the coast of
East Anglia, it makes Norfolk and Suffolk ideally
positioned for the Offshore Wind Sector. With the
lifespan of each wind farm expected to be in the
region of 25 years, the industry will be around for
future generations” - Ranjit Singh Nagra, sales
manager Peel Ports Great Yarmouth.

For more information on relocation and
investment opportunities in the East of England
Energy Zone, please contact:

+44 (0) 1603 222731
info@theenergyzone.co.uk
www.theenergyzone.co.uk
#EEEZ

